
How Do I Choose the Best Essay Writing Service?
It’s easy to make a mistake when choosing a writing service. Reading reviews and checking the 
reputation of the company is a good start. You can also ask the company for a free sample to make 
sure you like their writing style.

How Do I Read Reviews and Ratings for a Writing Service?
Reviews and ratings should be taken with a grain of salt. Sometimes they’re written by people who 
have never tried the service or they’re posted by competitors. Other times they’re written by people 
who are just bitter about the cost.

What Is the Best Essay Writing Service?
“Best” is an arbitrary term. What’s best for one student might be lacking for another. Still, we try to 
keep our rating system objective and take into account multiple factors to create this ranking. All 
custom writing services on the list have been tested and approved by ScamFighters.

What Is the Selection of Writing Companies on Our Website?
We don’t discriminate against any type of writing company. Our rankings cover traditional essay 
writing agencies, companies that specialize in research paper writing, theses, and dissertations. 
There are plenty of resume writing companies on our website to help you after graduation.

While American companies are prevailing in the academic assistance market, we realize students in 
the UK, Australia, and Canada require as much help. We collect essay writing service reviews and 
test writing agencies serving English-speaking students and international learners studying abroad.

We are proud to say our list of the best essay writing services is one of the largest and most 
comprehensive you can find online. Aside from aggregating your reviews, our team tests each 
website to protect you from fraud, scam, and poor quality.

Are the Prices Too High? What Can I Do?
Digging out the best essay writing websites offering assistance at accessible prices is far from easy. 
There is a range of factors determining the final price of your college research paper or a last-
minute high-school essay. The price you’ll have to pay for academic writing services depends on:

 The Type of Paper📌
(essay, resume, term paper, book review, dissertation, etc.)

 The Specified Timeframe📌
The less time you’ll give to the best online assignment writers, the more bucks you’ll have to pay 
for the professional assistance. So, better avoid procrastination and order the assigned college tasks 
at the drop of a hat.

Give ample time to the best assignment writers and save on ordering the most troublesome and 
tricky papers. Some services are ready to craft your essay in just three hours, but, generally, the 
shortest deadline you can specify on the websites of the first-class paper writing services is around 
six hours.

This is the minimum time needed to do research and complete the order. The longest deadline is 
around two weeks, though some best essay writing sites 2021 offer even longer options - 20 days.

 Your Academic Level📌
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Let’s say you’ve ordered a two-page essay about cell aging from the best professional essay writers.
The final price will depend on the level of your class.

Being a graduate student, you’ll pay more for deeper research. The top writing services will assign a
more knowledgeable expert to complete your order, and this will affect the cost.

 The Length📌
Ordering a two-page college essay won’t make you flat broke, but what about delegating some 
overlong assignments to the best writing services online 2021? No doubt, they cost more.

Need to stay on the reasonable side when asking the best academic writing services for assistance? 
Keep in mind that the price per page varies from $6.99 to $50 depending on the number of points 
we’ve discussed above.

Avoid handing over your tasks to the assignments writing services offering the highest price on the 
market. There is no guarantee you’ll get a top-notch paper from their experts. A high price offered 
by the websites that write papers for you isn’t a synonym for an A-grade assignment.

Their experts might have gotten used to cutting corners, delivering tasks within the shortest 
deadlines. Better stay on the safe side, opting for something in the middle. Are you willing to roll 
the dice turning to the cheapest writing services online? Make sure first they worth their salt 
checking a pile of reviews.

You can always search our database for the cheapest writing services, we offer you another chance 
to save. We reached out to the best essay writing services on our list and requested discounts for 
you. You can copy the promo code or hit the “Apply” button and go directly to the website.

Best and Safe Payment Methods at Essay Writing Websites
You’ve decided to turn to paper writing websites to order tricky and voluminous essays. But after 
specifying the details of your assignment goes the next stage - order payment. So, which payment 
method to pick in order not to have a chip on your shoulder? Check the info below.

The most popular and safe methods to pay for the paper oder are:

 Visa/Mastercard💳

Undoubtedly, this is the top pick among students when turning to the best online essay writing 
services. Why? The vast majority of customers decide to choose this option due to the following 
pros. Paying with your credit card is safe and fast. Moreover, they’re a superb way to build credit 
and add up rewards points offered by credit card companies. As for the cons, the most vivid one is 
that it is quite easy to dig yourself into a hole by spending too much.

 Apple Pay🍏

This option is a perfect solution for those who turn to the best essay services. The main pros are that
no extra fees are charged, it is convenient, safe, and, additionally, there is a low risk of being 
hacked. Cons of Apple Pay are quite high fees, adoption because not all clients have an iPhone, and 
there are some concerns as for the stability of the transaction process.

 Discover💳
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This payment method is also on the list due to no annual fee and user-friendly online banking 
system. As for the cons, they include no travel awards and a limited every quarter 5% cashback.

₿ Bitcoin

Why not? If you own some cryptocurrency, you may pay with it for getting assignments from the 
best online paper writing services. The main advantages of choosing this payment method are easier
and cheaper payments than ever and secure transactions worldwide. The main disadvantage is high 
volatility.
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